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ABSTRACT

The first visible linac free-electron-laser(FEL)

oscillator has been operated above threshold at the

wavelength of 526 nm with and without a taper. Peak output

power of 170KW with a macropulse average power of 1.1 watts

was observed. The cavity dielectric mirrors were damaged at

approximately 140KW/6M-k of average power in the presents of

UV from tne FEL harmonics. The gain and efficiency were

much less tnan predicted due to developed wipgler field
errors. Accession For

, TIS GRA&I
DTIC TAB
Unannouced

Justifloation

Distribution/

I. Experiment Purpose and Goals .... dAvalablty Codes
Avail and/or--

!TC Dist Special

A. Background

In 1981, THw measured tne first optical gair, in a

tapered wiggler at EG&G, usino the FEL as an amplifier on a

COa laser. in 19a2, TRW did the first otlcal beam quality

measurement of the FEL optical beam, quality, proving the

oeam was near aiffraction limited.

In 1983, TRW's Free Electron Laser (FEL) Program at

Stanforo University's High Energy Physics Laboratory was the

first to demonstrate oscillation in a tapered wiggler FEL.
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Among the several interesting physics results that came out

of that program were the observation of simultaneous two-

frequency lasing (fundamental and third harmonic). Until

1987, that Program held the United States record for short

wavelength output (1.6 microns) and the world record for

average FEL output power (80 watts).

In 198, work proceeded to carry the laser output into

the visible range, usino relatively few hardware

modifications to the Superconducting Accelerator (SCA). By

scaling the measurements from the 1.6 micron experiment to

predicted performance at 0.5 microns, it was determined that

FEL would require one ampere of peak current in the wiggler

to have sufficient gain to oscillate at 0.5 microns. Since

the SCA mad produced that peak current earlier, albeit at

lower energy, it was concluded that by using the existing

Recyclotron to raise the beam energy visible lasing could be

achieved.

The tests carried out in late 1984 and early 1985 were

unsuccessful in raising the gain of the FEL above the

resonator losses. Analysis revealed that the magnetic

optics in the Recyclotron were almost certainly responsible

for reducino the peak accelerator current below the lasing

threshold by stretching the electron bunch. (This was only

a supposition since diapnostics that could provide

verification were not in place at that time).
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B. Visible FEL

In February, 1987, the Visible FEL Program achieved

lasing in the green (0.525 microns) through combined

mod2tications to the optical resonator (decreasing the

cavity losses a factor of six) and to the accelerator

injector, beamlire ano diagnostics (resulting in a peak

current of three amperes). This report summarizes in

Section II the modifications made to the accelerator,

wiggler, optical resonator and diagnostics subsystems that

were required for visible lasinq. The FEL physics results

are presented and discussed In Section III.

In addition to the visible lasing effort, the contract

included measurements to determine the stability properties

of an electron beam In s2ngle-cell cavities of the new

rounded large-aperture geometry. A description of this

experiment and the results are included in Section IV.

II. Preparations for Lasing

This smction documents the moditications made to the

FEL subsystems that were required for lasing in the visiole

tegion of the spectrum. Incluaed are the changes made to

the SCA and the optical resonator to ensure crossing the

lasing thresholo, a discussion of the wiggler as it now

exists and a description of the optical diagnostics in place

at the time of the final accelerator run.

PI



A. kccolerator Mooifications

The moditications that were maae to the accelerator

include the addition of a subharmonic buncher to the

existinq injector, a complete replacement of the

recirculation system and the addition of a diagnostics

system to determine electron beam bunch length at high

energy. These changes permitted the production, maintenance

ano verification of high peak current bunches at the FEL.

1. Subharmonic buncher

7o increase the amount of charge in a sinole RF bucket,
b

a subharmonic buncher (SHB) was added to the injector of the

.CA. Thp buncher operates at 23b MHz, the 11/Rth

subharmonic of the 130 MHz fundamental frequency of the

accelerator.

The SH8 takes the long pulses originating from the fast 'A

gun pulse and coalesces them into a single fundamental HF 5

bucket insteao of throwing the ends away on the chopper.

This causes the net (usable) charge per pulse from the

injector to increase by about 100%.

4
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2. Recirculation loop

The original four-pass recirculation loop for the SCA

was designed with nuclear physics measurements in mind. In

such experments, the charge on target is the important

parameter and no particular effort was expended in

minimizinq the bunch spreading. The original magnetic

optics had a large T655 term (TRANSPORT notation for final

energy as a function of the square ot the initial length), .0

which interacted with the large R56 term (final length as

function of initial energy) to cause an increased bunch

length. The facts that the initial bunch is of finite

length and that a single-frequency accelerator imparts a

cosine energy depenidence on the beam meant that the optics

woula always cause bunch lengthening in that recirculation

loop and the peaK current would always drop when the

recirculation loop was usea.

For the free electron laser, the oeak current is the

quantity of prime interest. In the proposal, two methods

were presented for dealing with the lengthening problem.

The initially preferred method was to take the beam from the

accelerator as it then existed, add a position-correlated

energy spread to the bunch and run it through a magnetic

dispersion module to erect the energy/phase ellipse. This

method would attain the necessary oeak current at the

expense of the beam energy soread, but the SCA has a laroe

margin in this regard.
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rne second approach, eLimination of the problem at its

-source, was the one eventually chosen. The recirculation

loop was completely replaced. The magnetic optics were

redesignea from scratch, and optimized for the FEL

application. The new optical system is shown in Figure A.

It was installed and tested in the July, 1986, accelerator

run; final aojustment to the magnet alignment was completed

in the February, 1987, visible FEL run.

.
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Eneray recovery, an important (for FELs) off-shoot of

the recirculation scheme, was documented during the July,

1987, checkout of the new recirculation loop. When the

accelerator is operated in its normal mode (as a

recyclotron), the recycled beam travels an integral number

of HF wavelengths when returning to the front of the

accelerator; the beam enters the structures at the same

phase as it did on the first pass and the same increment of

energy is added on the second pass through the strdctures.

If the path length is changed by an odd multiple of

half wavelengths, then the recycled beam arrives 18Oo out of

phase with the first beam. In this case the energy

extracted from the RF field by the beam on its first pass is

returned to the RF field by the beam on its second pass.

There is no net flow of power since the electrons only

"borrow" the energy for a while; the accelerator acts as a

flywheel in this energy recovery mode.

The data for the energy recovery demonstration is shown

in Figure B. The traces are the difference of the power

incident on and reflected from the cavity, i.e. the net

klystron power used by the cavity in maintaining the

acceleration field and powering the beam.

In the top figure, the accelerator is operated in the

recyclotron mode. The beam absorbs power as it is

accelerated on the first pass. In this experiment, some of

the current (about 5%) was lost in the return loop, so the

second pass absorbs only 95% as much power as the first

*5** *--* *P *-~* *.- ~ ** . * -



pass. The net tw)-pass power is 1 + 0.95 = 1.95 times the

single pass power.

In the bottom figure, the accelerator is operated in

the energy recovery mode by extending the path length of the

return loop one half wavelength. Again, 5% of the current

was lost in the return loop, so the remaining beam returned

only 95% of the RF energy that it removed from the

structures. The net two-pass power is 1 0.95 - 0.05 times

the single pass power. Evidence of regenerative beam

breakup was seen under certain conditions during this set of

experiments.

RF Power

SECOND ACCELERATOR PASS

FIRST ACCELERATOR PASS

Two-Pass Accelerator BASELINE

- FIRST PASS
Acceleration Plus .- SECOND PASS AFTER ENERGY .AEeratiReoePluI RECOVERY BY RETURNING BEAM

180" OUT OF RF PHASE
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3. High energy bunch length diagnostic

]he original bunch length measurement system was at the

low energy end of the accelerator. To check the bunch

length atter the beam was recirculated, it was necessary to

add a nine-cell deflection cavity before the wiggler. It is

operated by placing the center of the pulse at the zero-

crossing of a magnetic dipole mode. The ends of the pulse

receive an impulse from the non-zero magnetic field of the

mode. The effect is seen after a long drift to a viewing

screen, where the ditference in transverse momentum from the

front to the back of the pulse is transformed to a spread in

position. eecause the beam energy is high (the beam is

stiff) and the pulse is short, very high peak fields are

reouired in the cavity to cause sufficient deflection.

B. Wiggler Modifications

No roditications to the wiggler were planned

originally, since the performance observed in the 1.6 micron

experimerts was consistent with predictions. However,

during the November, 1986, checkout run it was found that

the FEL gain had orooped ty a factor of eight from the 1983

run. This was subseauently found to Oe due to changes in

the wigler fielos.



1. Degraded performan|ce

When the wiggler was installed, the magnetic field was

measured and trimmed. The net root-mean-square deviation

from uniformity was less than 0.7 %. When the field was

remeasured following the Novemoer run, 6 % errors in the

field were found. Large areas of the wigpler had negraded

field profiles. Although some individual permanent magnets

had been replaced over the three-year period, there was no

obvious correlation between these locations and the bad

zones. The cause of the deterioration is unknown, but one

hypothesis is that it is due to effects originating with the

elec~tron beam , i.e. either radiation damage or heating the "

magnets beyond their reversible range. "

-p

2. Renai r

To effect a ouick fix, 15 wavelength sections were".

shimmed to bring the wiggler back to a more uniform field.

Tnis brouoght the RMS error to about 2.5 % (see Figure Be).

This level of error, while still a factor of 4 to 5 higher

.°

t han the FEL energy acceptance of I/eN =.5%, was sufficient ..

to allow lasing in the green. "

In the long term, any follow-on experiments wi Ill"

require the wig]gler to be rebuilt in order to nwt the 0.7 %

error specification. An analysIs of the indvidual magnets

miht reveal the cause of the wlggler field eterioratdon.



3. Quadrupoles to erect beam

One final minor modification was made to improve beam

overlap in the wiggler. The original transport system

caused the beam ellipse to be delivered to the wiggler

entrance with its axis rotated with respect to the wiggler

axis. This problem was alleviated by adding two quadrupoles

upstream with their axes also rotated. When these

quadrupoles were energized, the ellipse at the wiggler

entrance was erected.

C. Resonator Modifications

Two major modifications were made to the optical

resonator subsystem. First, the resonator mirrors were

replaced with mirrors of hicher reflectivity. Second, the

stability of the resonator was improved.

1. High Q 3ptical Cavity

New mirrors were ordered for the resonator. These

mirrors had a higher reflectance (0.9997 versus 0.996 for

the old mirrors) and a slightly smaller radius of curvature

(6.3 m versus 7.5 m for the old mirrors). The mirrors were lo

measured both with a spectrophotometer and with the Deacon

Research (-measuring system. The latter yielded a

.5
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reflectivity 0 in excess of 900. When the mirrors were

installed in the experiment, an argon ion laser was used to

make a cavity ring-down measurement of the 0. The result

was a 0 in excess of 600 at the argon wavelength of

0.5145 micronsl when account was taken of the difference in

mirror reflectivity between 0.51 and 0.53 microns, this

value scaled to a sufficiently low loss resonator to attempt

visible lasing. Ring-down measurements made during the

visible lasing run showed the 0 was actually 750.

2. Cavity Stabilization

a. Angular Stabilization

It was found during the 1.6 micron experiments that

angular motion of the resonator mirrors was not a problem.

Nonetheless, the resonator mirrors were repositioned on the

optical tables to lie directly over the "point support"

location, thereby minimizing the possibility of transverse

movement. The high-gain angular feedback system installed

for the lon-wavelenoth experiments had little effect, and

so was not used for the visible experiment.

b. Length Stabilization

From the insitial attempts at visible lasing in 1984, it

was clear that longitudinal motion of the mirrors would be

77

w".
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an issue. The high 0 of the resonator (of order 1000) plus

the short electron bunch L (about I mm) meant that the

length of the resonator had to be held to L/G of about I

micron. The two resonator mirrors were located on separate

optical tables, and the helium refrigerator directly over

the experimental area generates ground motion that couples

to the tables, causing them to move relative to each other.

One solution to this problem, and the one usually

taken, is to sense the mirror motion and to feed an error

sigval back to move the mirror to compensate. As the

mirrors become more massive and the mounts stiffer, the

frequency response of this scheme deteriorates. We adopted

a different approach, which involved changing the

accelerator master frequency to track the changes in the

optical cavity. That is, in effect, the optical cavity

becomes the Master oscillator. A description of both of

these approaches follows:

In normal operation the cavity length is adjusted until

the round-trio time of the optical pulses in the optical

cavity is woual to the time between the filled buckets in

the electron beam, minus the small amount needed to correct

for lethargy effects. The round trip time of the optical

pulses in the cavity, Too, is given by Top-2Lc/c, where Lc

is the cavity length, ano c is the speed of light. The time

between electron microoulses, TB, is given by TB=1/fB-nB/fO,

where fb is the in3ector reDetition frequency, fO Is the
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linac fundamental frequency, and nB is the number of

accelerator buckets between the electron micropulsm.

Overlap occurs when Too-TB (see Figure C).

Stable Oscillator has Overlapping Pulses

ELECTRON BEAM
MICROPULSE

INITIAL NO DRIFT TRAIN \,

mm m s m
I-2Lc- OPTICAL-BEAM

MICROPULSE
TRAIN

Mirror Drift AL Causes Loss of Overlap,

INITIAL MIRROR NO COMPENSATION NO OVERLAP
4W DRIFT

C J

1.A-2LC --2 (LC ooL -o-

p.

A
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In order to increase the operational staoility of the

FEL the length of the optical cavity may be stabilized

against motions of the cavity end mirrors. These Motions

occur due to vibratiors n the optical benches on which the

mirrors are mounted, and due temperature variations. The

cavity length may be adjusted by either of two methodss The

cavity mirrors may be moved to return the cavity to its

original length, or the accelerator fundamental frequency

may be varied to maintain overlap based on the new cavity

length (see Fipure D).

Mirror Feedback 6L Maintains Fixed Cavity Length (6L - -AL)

INITIAL MIRROR COMPENSATION OVERLAP

DRIFT

1--2Lc - - - 2(LC 2,C) (LC *-2 LC-t 6jI

Frequency Feedback 6f Maintains Fixed Overlap (6f/fB - -A&L/LC)

INITIAL MIRROR COMPENSATION OVERLAP

QO RIFT Q

am -E -m a
1-- 'c fl: 21L A)-.rfu- (LC ALI.----2 (Lc. AL,-- l

* *1,

.D
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The optical cavity length may be stabilized by mounting

one of %ne cavity mirrors on a rapioly movable mount, such

as a piezo-electrc driven translation stage. The cavity

length is then monitored with a interferometer, and when one

of the mirrors drifts, changing the cavity length, the

mirror position is changed to return the cavity length to

its original value. The two disadvantages of this method is

the difticulty or achieving the required range of motion and

the appropriate frequency response.

Another approach to stabilizing the cavity length is to

adjust the timino between the micropulses to adjust for the

new optical cavity length after the end mirrors have

drifted. Ine cavity length is again measured by using an

interferometer, and wnen a chanqe in the length is detected

the inter-pulse timing is changed. One method of changing

the timing woulo be to adjust the electron gun firing time

of the injector. This is not a suitable method because it

would cnance the relative phase between the acceleration

field and the micropulse resultinq in an energy variation.

Another method of varving the inter-pulse timing is to

change the frequency of the acceleration field in the linac.

Varying the accelerator frequency has the advantage of

maintaining the phase of the acceleration fields, and thus

the electron energy, constant. This approach to length

stabilization maintains the overlap between the electron and

optical microoulses by adjustina the electron inter-pulse

lop
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time to be the same as the round trip time of the optical

oulse with the new resonator lenath.

The amount of frequency adjustment, df, needed for a

arirt in the cavity lenqth of dL is given by df/fB--dL/Lc.

The major advantage of this method of stabilization is that

the frequency slew rate of the system is limited only by the

settling time of the oscillator whose frequency is being

varied, and therefore the feedback looo is faster than if

the mirror was being moved. The disadvantage of this method

is That the frequency slew is limited by the tuning width of

the accelerator structures. The 0 of the structures gives

The tuning wiath since G-f/Of. The length error Which can

be corrected using frequency feedback is given by dl=Lc/0.

The two methods of cavity length stabilization yield

equivalent results. When the cavity mirrors are moved, the

overlap between the electron and optical m2cropulses is

maintained by keeping the cavity length fixed, and thus the

time between the optical pulses fixed. Since the time

between the electron micropulses is locked in this method, a

fixed amount of overlap is maintaine, with the only

slippae due to the response time of the feedback loop. -,

Wnen the acceierator frequency is varied, the overlap

between the electron and optical micropulses is maintained

by varying the arrival time ot the electron micropulses to

coincide with the varying arrival time of the optical

micropulses as the cavity length changes. The arrival time

of the micropulses is directly changed by varying the

.' K.Ki
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accelerator frequency, and a fixed amount of overlap may be

maintained, with the only slippage due to the response time

of the feedback loop.

The length stabilization system consists of four major

subsystesma an interferometer for measuring the optical

cavity length variations, a data link for transmitting the

Interferometor output to the computer, a computer for

calculating the required frequency shift, and the waster

oscillator (see Figure E).
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The optical cavity length is measured using a Hewlett-

Packard 55u/ Interferometer. ine optical cavity mirrors are

mounted on separate optical tables. The distance between

reference olates mounted on these tables is measured using

the interferometer. Variations in this length are identical

to variations in the optical cavity length under the

assumotion that there is no relative motion between the 'S

mirrors and the table. The interferometer uses a HeNe laser

head which produces linearly cross polarized light at two

frequencies tI and f2. The beams are split using a

polarizing beam spiitter located at one reference plate.

The beam of freauency fi is directed into a corner cube
A

mounved on the beam splitter and acts as the reference leg

of %ne interferometer. The beam of frequency fa is directed

to a corner cube mounted on the other optical table. The

two beams are then recombined on at the beam splitter and go

to a detector which is sensitive to beating between the two

frequencies. The interferometer is sensitive to length

chanoes of 1/64 the wavelength of red HeNe laser light. The

interferomever is initialized and controlled usina a

computer which communicates with the interferometer

electronics via a 6PIk4 bus. This computer is used to zero

the interferometer. set the output data format, and reset

the interferometer if the beam Is broken.

There is a seoaration of about 160 m between the

interferometer and the master oscillator, since the

interferometer is located in the SCA tunnel at the FEL and

.............. * ~ ~IN %. % % %*



the master oscIiiator is located in the SCA control room.

The link is provided by a 15 Olt parallel data bus which

transmits the position error signal from the interferometer

to the comouter which calculates tne position error

correction factors. The parallel bus is synchronous with the

error clock of the interferometer electronics. The error

clock is divide by 100, producing a position error update

rate or 2u kHz on the data bus. Wnile the data is being

transmitted on the bus, the bus driver produces a signal

which prevents the interferometer position error outputs

from being updated. The position error is in twos complement

format and has an accuracy of 1/64 the wavelength of HeNe

li oht. The bus is differentially driven twisted pair to

increase the noise immunity of the Ous, and is terminated

usina differential line receivers. The position error data

is stored in the parallel bus receiver so that it may be

read asynchronously by the computer which calculates the

error correction. The Error Hold bit also is transmitted by

the bus to the receiver and is made available to the

compensation correction computer. when this sional is true

the position error is being updated, therefore the computer

snould not acceot tne data on the bus. The bus update rate

Is much faster than the rate at which the computer can read

the aata therefore conflicts are rare. The error position

data is presented to the computer at the bus receiver as two

bytes. 7he least sipni icant bit Of the low order byte is



the error hold sional and is not stored in the bus receiver,

wnile the remaininq 15 bits are the position error signal.

The position error signai is read into a computer which

calculates the ienqth variation and aetermines the required

frecuencv shift. If tne Error Hold bit of the input data is

true the input Oata is ionoreo. The position error signal

is converted into microns, ano then the required frequency

variation is calculated usina the formula given previously,

df--dLfO/(Lc. For this case Lc is 12.68 m, and fO is 1300

MHz, therefore a cavity length variation of 1 micron

requires a frequency variation of 103 Hz. The frequency is

compared to the orevious value ana if they are different the

master oscillator is adjusted to the new value.

The master oscillator for the accelerator is a HP8663A

Frequency Synthesizer. The center frequency and output

power Level of the master oscillator is set from the control

computer via a GPIB bus and the control is passes to the

auxiliary dipital input connector. before control is passed

to the auxiliary input, the master oscillator is programmed

to recognize raise ano lower commands on the auxiliary input

line to refer to frequency, and the frequency step size is

orogrammea. The master oscillator frequency is then updated

usino the raise ana lower lines of the auxiliary input.

-'his is done because these lines have a faster response time

then the GPIB bus, with the update time being limited only

by the settling time of the synthesizer. In operation, the

response time is limited by the speed at which the

% % o-



compensation calculation loo is performed by the computer.

The master oscillator frequency is adjusted in discrete

stepS, which can be varied. A nominal value used in the

experiments was .2 Hz.

The u of the SCA accelerator structures is such that the

tuning range is 50 Hz. Therefore, the maximum length error

which can be corrected is 46.6 microns. The error siDrial is

averaged over one second and the long time variations are

iprore , in order to keeo the master oscuilator frequency

inside of the accelerator tuning range. Long term drifts in

the cavity length are corrected by movinq the cavity mirrors

with motor driven micrometers

i). CODtical Diaan-..stics

A numoer of optical diaunostics were prepared in

anticipation of visible lasing. These included the "usual"

dionostics as developed in the Long-wavelength experiments,

such as total oower and time-averaoed spectra, plus various

specialized set-uos to measure third-harmonic power, in the

ultraviolet reoion, single-shot spectra, time-averaged beam

qUallyo and ootIcai DUiSe lpnoth (usinn an autocorrelation

measurement system in con.iunction with Prirceton

un i vers i t y.

'..
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1. Power and Time-Averaged Spectra

A calibrated silicon dioae was using to measure the

average power, alono with a ohototube for comparison. The

time-averaged spectra will be taken by scanning the grading

of the spectrometer and averaae over many macropulses

througn a box car integrator.

a. 3rd Harmonic Power

S .

The third harmonic of .5 microns is .133 microns, well

in to the UV where it would not propagate throuch the

atmospnere to the oiannostic area. A UV ohotodiode is

theretore instalied which can be inserted within the vacuum

system rhouoh atter tne cavity mirror.

3. Sinqle-Shot Spectrum

Ine sinqle-snot spectra is to be taken by opening the

exit sit on the spectrometer and focusing the output on to

a snilcon oxode array. The array consists ot 32 elements

and focused so that each element spans . IW of the spectra.

4. (JotiCal Uuality

The ooticai ouality setup was moaitied tor visible

operation. the involves viewing the FEL output spot size as

%.
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a function of the distance from a focus. By plotting the

soot size verse distance rrom the focus, the beam quality

can 'oe determined inoependent of any optics errors.

b. Pulse Lenoth (Puzo-Correlationi

1ne autocorreiation experiment involves splitting and

recombinino the FEL oeam and passinn the resultant beam

tnrouoh a doubling crystal. By varying the path length of

one of the soiit beams, the temporal overiap can be varied.

Since by conversion efficiency is a function of peak power,

the ootical bunch lenqth can oe measure by measuring the

converse efficiency as a function of this path length

d i ference.

111. Experimentai Results

Int roduct i on

The r-ee-electron-iaserFEL) has been demonstrated to

be a versatile source of radiation in the infrared and

visible reaion of the soectrui. Since the first FEL

operationle, it has Deen shown that the efficiency of

enerov conversion from tne electrons to the optical field

can be imoroved by taoering the wiggler fiLeld 3 . Three years

5%
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ago, we reported the first tapered wiggler oscillator

results at 1.5 microns4 . In this paper, we will present the

initial results of extending operation of RF linac FELs to

the visible.

An FEL generates stimulatea radiation by the

interaction of the relativistic electron beam with a

transverse periodic magnetic fieid(wiggler). There is a

resonance condition defined by the condition that an

electron slips one optical period as it travels one period

of the wiggler. This condition results in the electron

transverse velocity always being in constant phase with the

transverse optical electric field, so that as the electron's

transverse motion reverses sion, so does the optical

electric field seen by the electron. This gives the maximum

integratea velocity dottea into the optical electric

field(work done by or on), so that energy can be transferred

from the electrons to the optical tield.

The need for tapering arises because the resonance

conaltion is eneray depencent and therefore this resonance

condition becomes a function of the position down the

wiggler as the electrons lose energy to the optical beam.

Tapering is Oone by changing the wiggler magnet field to

maintain the resonance as the electron lose energy.

N
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The well known resonant relationship is

where is the optical wavelength, is the wiggler

period, the electron energy is given by(E-Ymca), t is-

charge of the electron bunch and Bw is the magnet field.

There is a range ot initial electron phases which

follow the taperea resonance condition; these electrons are

said to be trapped in a potential well. The rest of the

electrons are not trapped ano o not remain resonant. The

total efficiency of a tapered wiggler oscillator depends on

the fraction of the electrons traped and the average energy

conversion of the resonant eiecvrons 3 .

Energy extraction measurements from electron beams in

tapered wiqqlers using an external laser were demonstrated

by several groups5 9 6 '7 98 . Tapered wiggler oscillators in

the infrareo have oen demonstrated4 ' 9 . Orsay has generated

visible lasing with an untaperod klystronlu .
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A 115 Mev electron beam is provided oy the Stanford

Superconducting Accelerator(SCA). The eleciron beam

characteristics are shown in Table I.

ACCELERATOR PARAMETERS

Energy 114.8 MeV
Energy Spread .15%
Emittance <15 mm mrad
Average current (Macro) 90A
Peak current (Micro) 3 A
Macropulse length 1-5 ms
Micropulse length 3 ps
Repetition Rate 5 Hz
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1. Electron Beam

The electron beam used in the .5p FEL experiment was provided by the

Stanford Superconducting Linear Accelerator (SCA) and its beam recirculation

system (Fig.X) which allows the electrons to be accelerated twice by the linac in

order to achieve the necessary 115 MeV.

As details of the SCA have been provided elsewhere, the present discussions

will be limited to descriptive material. The injector shown in Fig. X provides 5

MeV electrons to the rest of the system. It consists of a 100 keV gridded gun

pulsed at an 11.8 MHz repetition rate. Electrons from the gun pass through

an emittance filter and are bunched and chopped before injection into a pair of

short superconducting structures. These structures further bunch the beam and

increase its energy to 5 MeV. Current delivered by the injector consists of a train

of pulses. Each pulse is typically 40 long (8 ps) and is separated by 84.6 ns (110

rf cycles) from the next pulse. The pulse train itself continues for milliseconds to

100's of milliseconds. The 40 pulse width can be adjusted by roughly a factor of

two, while the longitudinal phase space required by the beam remains constant

at about 40 keV-deg.

The main part of the accelerator consists of five identical superconducting

structures, each powered by a separate 10 kw klystron. This set of structures

is capable of adding 70 MeV to the beam, but for the purposes of the .5

experiment, the energy gain was set to 55 MeV. The quality of the beam from

the injector is preserved in the linac, and feedback control of the fields assures

an output beam of exceptional stability.

After exiting the linac, the 60 MeV electrons are guided by the recirculating 'I

transport system shown in Fig. back to the beginning of the accelerator. They are
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reinjected and gain an additional 55 MeV, leaving the linac with a total kinetic

energy of 115 MeV. A system of magnets labeled as'extraction chicane' on the

figures automatically sends the 60 MeV electrons on their way back towards the

beginning of the linac, while directing the 115 MeV electrons out of the loop and

towards the FEL wiggler.

In addition to transporting the 60 MeV electron beam back to the beginning

of the linac, the recirculation system was designed to be used as part of a magnetic

bunching system in order to compress the beam bunch into as short a time as

reasonable. Since the bunch change is conserved, the peak current rises due to the

bunching and the gain of the FEL is increased. The magnets in the recirculation

system provide a net dispersion of about 230 per percent energy spread. With

this dispersion if the electron beam is phased on its first pass through the linac

so that there is an appropriate correlation between the energy gain of an electron

and its position within the bunch, the bunch will be compressed by the transport

system. Any remaining energy-position correlation can be removed during the

final pass through the linac.

Figure Y shows the results of measurements taken to determine the electron

beam pulse length. The traces in both halves of the figure represent secondary

emission current measured in a curve as the electron beam is scanned across the

wire. The trace is thus a measure of the width of the beam. Upstream of the

wire the beam passes through a microwave cavity driven at the linac frequency,

but in a deflecting mode. The phase of the drive is chosen so that electrons at

the center of the bunch receive no deflection, while those ahead of, or behind,

the center will be deflected proportionally to their distance away from the center.

As a result, the size of the beam at the wire is a function of the beam length in

'S
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the cavity. The two traces int the lower picture of Figure Y show the beam at

the wire with the cavity powered, but with a phase shift of the cavity fields by

2° between the traces. The trace in the upper part of the figure shows the beam

width with no fields in the cavity, and is necessary to understand the resolution

limit of the measurement. Clearly, if the undeflected beam is too large, the effect

of the cavity fields will not significantly change the beam size, and very little

information will be obtained. Assuming that the effects of the undefiected beam

affects the resulting size of the deflected beam in quadrature with the beam

length, the length of the beam pulse in Figure Y can be determined to be 1.50

(3.2 ps).

The time averaged beam current delivered to the FEL was typically 100 pA.

As this current is delivered as a train of 3.2 pe pulses separated by 84.6 ns, the

peak current is 2.6 A. The measured energy spread on the beam is less than 0.1%,

while the normalized transverse emittance was less than 57r mm mr.
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The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The optical

cavity consists of spherical aielectric mirrors 12.68 meters

apart, centered on the wiggler; they are 8.0 meters radius

of curvature and are 300 parts per million transmissive and

350 parts per million loss (scatter and absorption) at the

wavelength of 525nm.

RECIRCULATION
SYSTEM

SUSHARMONIC ADJUSTABLE SUPERCONDUCTING MADEY TRW TAPERED WIGGLER
BUNCHER EMITTANCE ACCELERATOR FREE ELECTRON FREE ELECTRON LASER
CAVITY DEFINING LASER EXPERIMENT

APERTURES EXPERIMENT
U-

.4."
Fi U re' ' '

N~~~. N NN'

-u ~ ~ *, ~ -- -~-. *..° -- ,
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The wiggler is eight section of linear pure SMCo

permanent magnet section plus a dispersion section, see

Fig.2. Each section contains 15 3.6 cm periods with peak

axis field of 2.9 kG. The taper is controlled by the gap

spacing. The first and last section perform like an optical

klystron at low optical powers, while at high powers, the

first section becomes a prebuncher, enhancing the trapping

fraction in the tapered section. The magnetic dispersion

section has a controllable dispersion to optimize the

trapping fraction.

PNEUMATIC REMOTELY ADJUSTABLE
ACTUATED ENTRANCE/EXIT ASSEMBLY - 1/4k.
SCREEN

pa

TMONITOR

ENTRANCE CONSTANT ELECTRO REMOTELY TAPERABLE SECTION CONSTANT EXIT
TAPER WIGGLER MAGNETIC 90A IN 6 SECTIONS WIGGLER TAPER
6 1/2i BUNCHER DRIFT 320.04 cm RADIATOR 6 1/2X
28.58 cm 15. 53.34 cm 15)k 28.58 cm

53.34c- m 53.34 cm

537c
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The characteristics of the oscillator are listed in

Table 11. The wavelenath was measured to be 525nm with a

base to base width of 4 rm. The smaki signal gain for the

coi,.tant wiale,, was measured to be .b% which is factor 10

smaller tnam predicted. This Is orobably due to wiggler

Fit-ld errors which have increases from 1/'% RMS peak field

errors to 4% foi the current experiments. This is roughly

the same as ir-creasino the eneroy spread of the electron

beam to 40% which is 6 times the energy acceptarnce of the

fEL. This AUCCtonts very well tcei- the lost cain and

efficiency. The wiqqle- errors have increased due to

ther al history effects., lue ano reqlueinu history effects ,.

and radiatio, ofnage. ihe reiative effects on the total

ev~rOr i2s beirr z~~2rvvesT i c~at Edc.

The eficiricy of the FEL was .6% for the constant and

.0.A for the 1% taoer. These were again a factor of 10

r, E0 Dlow -reoictvd values, Which is apai, within range of "

the wigqler ervror effects.

Tin* oeturino curve was measurec at 2 microns; that is

the cavity Jernv;qt had to be exactly the right length within

i ,iicrons. This -eads to a stability problem as we observed

a , rmicrors mozior, at 16hz driver, by the large mechanical

puons of trip acclEa-'1tcr' s h..] 3um retrierator. The

vibraticns reducC.: iasinn to every tniru or fourth

-ccblerateo . iacroui-e.

1.
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LASER PARAMETERS

CosatTapered (1%)1

Wavelength 525 nm 525 nm
Spectral width 4 nm
Gain .5%
Efficiency .03% .05%
Cavity Q 770 (round trips) 770 (round trips)

Output power (macro) .8 W 1.1 W

Output power (micro) 120 Kw 170 Kw

Peak cavity power 190 Mw 260 Mw

Mirror Flux Density (macro) 100 Kw/cm 2  140 Kw/cm 2

Mirror Flux Density (micro) 2.2 GW/cm 2  3.0 GW/cm 2

16
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Also observed was evidence of the "walking mode" first

observed by Los Alamos9 . This is observed, Fig. 3., in the

ring down of the optical cavity after the accelerator pulse

is finished. The ring down insteaa of being a simple

exponential decay, has an oscillating structure superimposed

on the decay. The explanation proposed by Los Alamos, in

which we concur, is that there is a lensing effect from the

FEL in the cavity only in the forward direction. If the

lens is off center(electron beam misalignment) then this

lens will also steer. There will be a distortion of the

cavity mode while iasing that will "walk" back to the empty

cavity mode after the electrons(lens) is removed. This

causes the beaw to walk back ano forth across the aperture

of the detector neneration the ringing in the decay. This

is i direct evidence for "ooical guiding", in which the FEL

interaction quiaes(focuses) the optical mode.
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This was the first observation of electron linac FEL

aA.,i in thce vis. ible with ario without tapering.

Accuitt~iated wioqier errors sirtce its original installation

-av+ cause %;ivere ptr-forinace d(rnraoation from the 1.6

flcr'or, Ekmrlwri+t: c 19t3. Also, some indirect evioerce

for oDticai gciionu was observed.
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Report on SCA Been Recirculation

The beam recirculation system on the SuperConducting Accelerator has been

rebuilt in order to satisfy the short pulse requirement of the @.S micron free
electron laser experiment. The problem and its solution are both described
below.

Beam recirculation is necessary to obtain the 115 PMeV energy required for 0.5

micron FEL operation. Initial 0.5 micron experiments in 1984 failed because

the length of the electron bunch increased while going through the

recirculation system, causing the peak electron current to drop below the
threshold for FEL oscillation. There is an unavoidable second order spread in

beam energy caused by the time-varying fields in the accelerating cavities

(T655 in TRANSPORT[1 notation). The non-isochronous recirculation system

(R56 non-zero, in TRANSPORT notation) converts this energy spread into

lengthening of the electron bunch. It is also possible to use the non-
isochronous recirculation system to shorten an electron bunch, by introducing
a head-to-tail energy variation along the electron bunch before it goes

through the recirculation system. This energy variation can be produced by
changing the phase of one or more of the accelerating structures. These two
effects combine to permit a minimum bunch length, which was found both
experimentally and by subsequent calculation to be about 8 picoseconds.

In order to solve this problem, a magnetic bunching system was initially
proposed. This consisted of a four magnet chicane, each magnet being 40 cm

long with a 5 kG field. The beam would be displaced by about a meter within
the chicane. It was realized later that the bunch length problem could also

be solved by rebuilding the beam recirculation system in such a way as to
permit shortening the electron bunch length. This solution had a number of
advantages over the magnetic buncher, including simpler magnet and beamline

design, and wider apertures for the recirculating electron beam. Further the
new recirculation system could be built to be translatable, permitting easy
variation of the recirculation path length by 12 cm in order to do energy
recovery experiments. For these reasons the magnetic bunching system was
rejected in favor of a rebuilt recirculation system.

The new recirculation system is shown in Fig I, each 180* bend consists of two
90* magnets with a central quadrupole. This configuration is doubly

achromatic but not isochronous. The magnets have a bending radius of 60 cm
and a field of 3 k6. The conversion factor from energy spread to bunch length
(R56) for the new system is 1.5 cm per % energy change, which is a factor of 3

lower than for the old system. This system in fact permits the electron bunch
to be compressed to a measured value of 3.1 ps. and was instrumental in the
success of our recent 0.5 micron FEL experiment.

Report on the Beam Cavity Interaction Experiment

We report the first measurements of multibunch electron beam excitations on
a single cavity made while tuning the cavity through resonance. Our aims were
to learn how strong the multibunch excited fields are, what is necessary to
control them, and how well experiment and theory agree.

Multibunch effects are important in FEL accelerators, storage rings and linear

colliders, where the time interval between electron bunches is large compared
to the RF period (so that higher order modes are iiiely to be nearly resonant
with harmonics of the electron beam frequency) and short compared to the decay

time of the beam induced fields. The beam induced fields may then resonantly

Puild up to significant levels. The parameter that governs the resonant
build-up is
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where f is the mode frequency, Tb s the electron beam period and Q is the
quality factor of the mode. Multibunch effects are important if T<1. The
room temperature copper cavity used in our experiment has T-0.025 for the

TMO11 mode. This shows that multibunch effects are important even for room
temperature accelerators, and must be considered while designing the loading
for the higher order modes.

The cavity used in this experiment was a room temperature 1.3 GHz copper
CERN-type cavity shown in Fig 2. It is mounted in a fixture that permits
axial elongation and compression for tuning purposes. The computer program
URMEL[2] was used to calculate the cavity modes and their R/Q values. The
cavity was set up on a bench and the mode frequencies and tuning rates
(frequency change per unit increase in axial length) were measured. These
data are shown in Table 1.

The cavity was installed on the beamline, with a probe to sample the fields.
The sampling probe was connected to a spectrum analyzer. This measures the
amplitude of the excited fields but not the phase. In general the excited
normal modes of the cavity will not be exact harmonics of the electron beam
frequency, and the steady state beam induced field will not be in phase with
the electron bunches. Thus the beam induced voltage may be thought of as
consisting of a real part (in phase with the electron bunches) and an
imaginary part (90* out of phase). In general one is more concerned with the
real part, because it causes the beam to lose energy to the cavity mode, but
in fact the imaginary part can lead to beam focussing and can be important
too.

The cavity was driven with an electron beam pulsing at 11.828 MHz (110th
subharmonic) and several modes were identified and studied. The beam induced
voltage was measured while compressing the cavity so as to vary the frequency
of the mode under study. When the mode frequency is an exact harmonic of the
electron beam frequency, the mode excitation is resonant and at its strongest.
Figure 3 shows these excitation curves for two modes, one m-0 monopole mode
and one m-1 dipole mode. Both measured power and calculated power are shown.
The beam induced voltage is calculated in [3] and for a mode designated by
subscript m is - , V ___-_____

where T was defined above and A is the phase shift of the excited normal mode
between successive electron bunches ( A varies as the cavity is tuned). V, is
the induced voltage due to a single short bunch of charge q,

The outcoupled power is then

where I is the average beam current and A is the coupling constant of the
probe. The measured and calculated outcoupled powers at resonance are shown in
Table 21 the agreement is quite good. The calculated curves in Figure 3 have
been scaled to match the measured power at resonance, thus highlighting the
agreement between the shapes of the measured and calculated curves. The
excitation of the TM11 mode levels off away from resonance; this is thought
to be the direct excitation of the probe by the electron bunches. :%



An attempt was made to search for high frequency trapped modes above the

beampipe cutoff frequency. We did not find a resonant trapped mode with

(R/Q)Q > 1000 up to 8 6Hz.

In conclusion, we have measured multibunch effects while tuning the cavity

through resonance and have demonstrated agreement between theory and
experiment both for m-0 and m-l modes. The prognosis for predicting
multibunch beam excitation levels in future machines is therefore good. In

our experiment no resonant and high-impedance trapped modes were found above

the cut-off frequency.
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TABLE 2: COMPARISON BETWEEN CALCULATED AND MEASURED

OUTCOUPLED POWER AT RESONANCE

Mode Outcoupled Power

Calculated Measured

Tmo1 -8.9 dBm -10 dBm

TEll -23.3 dBm -22 dBm
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Figure 3: OUTCOUPLED POWER AS A FUNCTION OF MODE FREQUENCY
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